Next-Generation
Manufacturing
Private Cellular Powers the Plant of the Future

Introduction
The pervasive connectivity of private cellular will enable manufacturers to
connect plant floor assets, improve data capture and enable new technologies
— such as automated guided vehicles, artificial intelligence, machine learning
and the ever-growing industrial internet of things — to operate from anywhere
at any time in a seamless fashion.
When you compare private cellular to industrial wireless solutions, the
advantages are substantial:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coverage specific to a facility
Capacity design for load
Channels without noise
Greater network availability
Low latency is steady & definable
Ability to deliver SLA metrics

Total
Coverage

PLTE/5G
Adaquate
Capacity

Industry Grade Private Wireless

Private cellular (also known as private wireless or private LTE) takes carrier grade
technology and privatizes it for corporate use. It enables complete control of
network performance while reducing monthly costs and the risk of data breach.
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Clean
Channels

The performance criteria for private cellular are substantial as highlighted
in the chart above. The loaded use performance when compared to
public LTE or WiFi offer improved latency at maximum loads.
The path to a successful private cellular rollout is through a staged
approach – first running on 4G infrastructure with the goal of transitioning
to 5G once the technology matures and is market ready.
Manufacturers do not need to commit to a service offering from
a telco, but can instead own and manage their own on-premise
private cellular solution delivering substantial benefits.
Today’s 4G/LTE private cellular solutions from WWT can solve 80 percent of the use
cases surfaced by clients with current connectivity and end-points. The upgrade to 5G
over the next few years will be easier and less costly as infrastructure can be modernized.
Updated 5G devices will be required as most are not readily available in the market today.
WWT has developed testing and validation labs within our Advanced
Technology Center to help customers quickly research private cellular
solutions that will have the most impact on their business.
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Private Cellular’s Impact on Manufacturing

Today, many manufacturing facilities are limited to wired or WiFi-based connections, which can be costly, inconsistent and
unreliable for many next-generation manufacturing use cases.
That does not mean that Wi-Fi and wired connections do not provide
a substantial benefit to the plant floor. Adopting an “and” strategy
that combines these various technologies provides manufacturers the
opportunity to classify and connect these applications and systems in the
manner that is most appropriate and suitable – while maintaining complete
control over the administration of the network and connected systems.
This modern connectivity strategy will allow organizations
to unlock the next generation of 5G-enabled use cases that
will enable improved efficiency, safer work environments
and higher production yields in the years to come.

Latency / Jitter
Latency / Jitter

According to STL Partners, 5G could unlock $740B of value to
manufacturers by 2030. Much of the benefit is through the ability to
connect more data-producing devices in the environment, enabling
automation and data analysis to gain actionable insights into how the
facility functions and how resources are used on a day-to-day basis.

Users
WiFi

LTE

Bands Support

WiFi

LTE

Benefits of Private Cellular in the Manufacturing Industry

Latencies of less than 20 ms

SIM based authentication/
encryption

Mobile coverage up to 360 kph

Downlink throughputs of Gbps
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Mission critical push to talk
(MCPTT)

Manufacturing Use Cases
A successful wireless strategy leverages cellular capabilities to enable near-term success,
which builds a foundation for an organization to tackle bigger, long-term goals. WWT has
researched what use cases have near-term positive financial impact and assists customers in
testing and building these use cases to ensure a successful long-term strategy.

Two solution areas that positively impact a manufacturing setting are digital work management and conditional/
predictive maintenance. Studies show that organizations that have successfully implemented these solutions at scale
have seen 4-10 percent increased profitability and have cut maintenance costs by 15-30 percent. With these success
metrics, WWT has built capabilities to assist our customers in these critical areas to ensure near-term success while
building toward future-thinking technologies.

Digital Work Management

Predictive Maintenance

Additional use cases include:

Advanced IoT & Analytics

Video & Artificial Intelligence

While many organizations are already leveraging connected
devices to gain deeper insights into their manufacturing
facilities, current networking infrastructure can limit
how many connected devices the network supports.
Wired connections are expensive and WiFi connections
do not offer the reliability or scalability necessary to
connect the vast numbers and types of critical assets.

Although day-to-day objectives are to maximize yield
and reduce downtime, next generation use cases
need to assist in tracking, monitoring, and reacting in
real- time. Today, it is estimated that, on average, four
percent of output is defective, costing organizations
a substantial amount of money in lost revenue and
inefficiency. Many organizations leverage human-based
QA processes that are prone to error and produce
little to no data that can be used to prevent defects in
the future. Proven video and artificial intelligence (AI)
solutions can identify production inconsistencies at a
speed and scale that humans cannot. Yet, the network
infrastructure of many manufacturing organizations
prevents them from adopting these technologies.

Private cellular solves this by offering reliability that
is close to that of a wired connection, with a broad
spectrum that allows a multitude of wireless-enabled
solutions to be deployed within a single site. Organizations
can now be more holistic in their wireless-enabled
digital transformation strategy, blanketing the site
with pervasive, reliable, cost-effective connectivity –
providing the critical communications foundation that
is core to the success of any data-driven strategy,
including process modeling and predictive analytics.

Private cellular – with its low latency and high bandwidth
– is well-suited for video and AI solutions that detect
more defects in real time while also capturing data
essential to prevention of future occurrences.
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AR/VR and Connected Worker
Private cellular can enable better usage of physical
assets within the manufacturing facility, but some of
the best use cases enable personnel inside the plant
to be more efficient, safe and informed. Today, many
workers are relatively disconnected from the central
hub when they are on the plant floor, making them
less efficient than they could be. Their connectivity is
usually radio-based, which does not provide the holistic,
information-enabled experience necessary to enable
these workers to do their job in the best way possible.
Private cellular enables manufacturing organizations
to provide next-generation workforce experiences
that promote worker safety, effective maintenance
operations, improved production yield and quality. At
their best, connected worker strategies bring people,
assets, processes, and information together in an
interface that is persona-based and intuitive. Real-time
information and assistance for workers in planning,
production, maintenance, quality and logistics allows
manufacturers to maximize the safety, output, quality
and profitability of production operations and the
overall supply chain. Private cellular provides the critical
infrastructure necessary for connected worker strategies.
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Business Improvement
While 5G offers a vast range of possibilities
from new applications to innovations in plant
operations, 4G-LTE provides near-term
improvements to:
• Plant performance and efficiency through
speed of data acquisition
• Remote maintenance
• Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)
• Risk mitigation
• Material handling and inventory tracking
• Environmental tracking
• Supply chain visibility

WWT Labs and the Future
of Private Cellular Build Out
WWT’s ATC Innovation Ecosystem is a B2B platform
built on a collection of physical labs, virtualized to
create a collaborative innovation ecosystem to
design, build and deploy innovative technology
products, integrated architectural solutions and
digital business outcomes for our customers,
partners, employees and communities around
the globe.
WWT leverages the power of the ATC ecosystem to validate
5G blueprints that make it easier for customers to deploy
their network infrastructures for expedited delivery.

WWT Private Wireless Blueprints Incorporate
•
•
•
•
•

Open RAN
Software-Defined Mobile Network
Converged Edge Platform
Private LTE
Edge Computing

The Benefit of the ATC
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accelerated decision making
Reduced technology evaluation — from months to weeks
Expediency through ATC’s testing and automation infrastructure
Thorough product benchmarking
Detailed functional testing
Objective product comparisons
Consistent design validations
Expedited migrations and upgrades
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We make a new world happen
We are thinkers and doers.
We provide services that span
strategy through execution to
help solve complex business
and technology challenges,
accelerating meaningful
outcomes for our customers
globally. Our approach is the
direct result of a culture that
champions the courage to
embrace change and the spirit
of innovation to make that
change count.

We are driven to support your organization’s success
Throughout the last 30 years, we have partnered with some of the
world’s largest organizations and developed insight and intellectual
capital that reaches into every aspect of enterprise technology, across
every sector of the economy.
Our track record of overcoming obstacles to advance digital
transformation ensures you a trusted partner on which you can rely.
We provide a healthy and agile culture, a vast portfolio of services,
hyperscale innovation labs and a sophisticated global supply chain
that accelerate your solution — from idea to outcome. We create new
realities for our customers.

Our greatest innovations: our people and our culture
They drive the results you want. Our team is committed to your success.
Our company culture is reflected in our core values, our Integrated
Management & Leadership Program and our Diversity & Inclusion
Program. These are principles we live by. They shape who we are and
how we interact with each other, with our partners and with you.

Minority-owned,
privately held for
30 years

7,000+ employees
globally

Technology provider
to more than 70% of
Fortune 100 companies

Award-winning culture,
Great Place to Work
nine years in a row

Our Vision

$13.4B in
annual revenue

WWT’s founders,
Dave Steward and
Jim Kavanaugh

Committed to diversity,
inclusion and equality

Global presence in
60+ countries

A Top Partner with
Cisco, HPE, Dell
Technologies, NetApp,
F5, VMware and Intel

Awards and recognition

To be the best technology solution
provider in the world

Our Mission
To create a profitable growth company
that is also a great place to work for all
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Plus, more than one hundred awards from our partners, clients and
communities recognizing our dedication to our company culture and
the innovative work we do for our customers.

